
Micro Decisions Make Up Your Macro Results

Congratulations on taking the 5-week Minute Movement challenge! You are about 
to join a community of people who are getting fit through a system that is simple 
and sustainable.

The Minute Movement was designed for busy people with busy lives, who don’t 
have the time or energy for a traditional workout program.

How does it work? Well, it is a unique blend of one-minute Isometric and Isotonic 
exercises, which produce maximum results from minimal effort. It’s a patent 
pending health, wellness and strength system designed for busy people who know 
they should be exercising, but simply do not have the time. 

The Minute Movement keeps you energized throughout the day, and it helps you 
manage your time more effectively. The program is designed for men and woman 
of any age or fitness level. This is the quickest and most efficient way to maintain 
your health and strength because it can be accomplished effectively anytime and 
anywhere.

But, please keep in mind that this program is going to take some discipline. 
However, if you struggled with consistency in the past, don’t fret. The Minute 
Movement system is designed to help instill those attributes by leveraging time and 
proper planning and action.

Three easy steps to get started:

Start by planning out when and where you are going to do the Minute Movement. 
Use a calendar application to schedule your exercises. Learn the exercises and start 
your 5-week Minute Movement plan.

Always remember to stay focused for each of your minute-long exercises…and don’t 
forget to breathe!

Throughout the five weeks, give me some feedback. Tell me how you are doing 
with the program. Be sure to post on the Minute Movement Facebook fan page so I 
can see your progress. If you have any questions feel free to email me at 
aw@minutemovement.com

Thanks for joining the Minute Movement!

Aaron Wright

A Note from Aaron Wright

LIVE
AWESOME

* Consult a physician before starting this or any exercise program
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Give 100%

Manage Your Minutes

Maximize Your Minutes

You can do anything for a Minute
Push yourself for the whole minute - this isn’t too tough for you.

Set Your Timer
Plan ahead. Set your timer so you know which exercises you will be 
doing and when.

Give 100%
Be excellent in your minute – do your best. Be Awesome.

Whole Body
Engage your whole body during each Minute Movement exercise. 
Focus on your body and the muscles being used.

Slow and Controlled
Do all movements with purpose and being mindful with slow and 
controlled movement and breathing.

Go to Zero
Don’t stop at one or two on your stopwatch or timer. 
Finish your whole minute.

Do your Minute Movement until your timer reads :00.

Focus on progress, not perfection
Know that you are making progress by participating.

Perfection is a place to move towards and doesn’t have to be a place 
where you are today. 

Manage Your Minutes
The Minute Movement may help you be more focused in other 
aspects of your life.

By managing your minutes, you will manage your life.
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HAVE FUN!

Maximize Your Minutes

The Golden Calendar
Follow your plan. Stick with it.

Do it without thinking - this will help cut down on your stress levels.
Consider everything that you put on your calendar as “golden” and 
you must follow it.

Be HONEST
Be honest with yourself. Are you doing the work? 
Are you giving 100%?

Listen to your body
Be sensitive and do not injure yourself or push yourself beyond what 
you can do safely.

Sometimes, Something is better than nothing
Doing something during your Minute Movement is better than doing 
nothing at all.

I know you are busy. If your timer goes off and you are in the middle 
of something, it’s ok. Finish your task, and then do the exercise. Hit 
“Snooze” until you can do it.

Have Fun!

Be Honest
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Self Test & Measurement Page

Do the Fitness Test...

LOOK
AWESOME

STEP ONE - Do the fitness test - watch the video

The first step is to see where you are today physically. This is important 
because at the end of the five weeks you will be able to measure your 
results.

A. Take a “before” picture of yourself - you will want to see 
where you have come

B. Do the self-test

C. Take the measurements

D. Watch the introductory video

STEP TWO - Learn

You can do this in 2 different ways

1. Watch all of the videos and practice before your day begins

2. Watch one day in advance your focused body part routines

STEP THREE - Set your timer

You can do this in 2 different ways

• Plan your eight Minute Movements per day

• Download a calendar and set your reminders

• When your reminder rings, do the Minute Movement. 

It’s only a Minute.
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Warning: Please do not wait until its time to do the exercises before 
you learn how to do them. This will slow you down. The Minute 
Movement is meant to be quick and efficient. Plan ahead of time.

The Minute Movement is designed to leverage the best exercises to 
gain the most results in the shortest amount of time. We do this by 
alternating Isometric and Isotonic exercises each day.

ISOMETRIC: Static exercises with no joint movement

Isometric comes from the Greek “iso-”, equal + “metron”, measure = 
maintaining the same measure, dimension or length.

ISOTONIC: Exercises with movement also referred to as dynamic. 
When a contracting muscle shortens against a constant load, as when 
lifting a weight.

Isotonic comes from the Greek “iso-”, equal + “tonos”, tone = 
maintaining equal (muscle) tone. The muscle maintains equal tone 
while shortening in isotonic exercise.

FEEL
AWESOME
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Isotonic = movement Isometric = staticIsotonic = movement Isometric = static

Exercise
Day 1

CHEST
Day 2

LEGS
Day 3

CORE
Day 4

BACK
Day 5

ARMS
Day 6 Day 7

1 Push Up Squats Bicycle Twist Door Rows Curls

P
L
A
Y

R
E
S
T

2 Isometric Push Rocket V-Ups Chair Pull Finger Press

3 Windmills Lunges Toe-to-Toe Twist Ghost Pull Down Shoulder Press

4 Isometric Flies Wall Squats Plank Isometric Rows Over Under Hands

5 Push Up Squats Bicycle Twist Door Rows Kickbacks

6 Isometric Push Rocket V-Ups Chair Pull Isometric Shoulder Raise

7 Windmills Lunges Toe-to-Toe Twist Ghost Pull Down Curls

8 Isometric Flies Wall Squats Plank Isometric Rows Finger Press

2:8:52

Day 1 Day 2 Day 3 Day 4 Day 5 Day 6 Day 7

Isotonic Isotonic Isotonic Isotonic Isotonic
PLAY REST

Isometric Isometric Isometric Isometric Isometric

5 Week Challenge: 2 Exercise Types; Isotonic & Isometric - 8 Exercises a Day - 5 Days a Week - 5 Week Challenge
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Day One - Chest

Hands
Palms pressed together

Abs Tighten your abs

Hips Pelvic tilted up

Knees Bend knees - never going past your toes

Feet About 3 feet apart

Breath Slow and Controlled

Shoulders Supple

Back Straight in line with 
your glutes

Glutes Set back slightly and tight

Movement
Begin the Isometric Push by standing in a Horse Stance. Press the palms opposite 
of the together. This is one of the best all around chest exercises that can be done 
anywhere.

Isometric Push
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Day One - Chest

Push up
Hands

Flat on shoulders width apart

Abs Tighten your abs

Hips In line between toes and spine flexed

Knees Straight

Feet On your toes

Breath Slow and Controlled

Shoulders Engaged away from ears

Back Straight in line with 
your toes and head

Glutes Tight

Movement
• Keep your body in a straight line from head to toe without sagging in the middle 
or arching your back.
• Your feet can be close together or a bit wider depending upon what is most 
comfortable for you.
• Before you begin any movement, contract your abs and tighten your core by pull-
ing your belly button toward your spine.
• Keep a tight core throughout the entire push up
• Inhale as you slowly bend your elbows and lower yourself until your elbows are 
at a 90 degree angle.
•  Exhale as you begin pushing back up to the start position.
•  Don’t lock out the elbows; keep them slightly bent and next to the rib cage
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Day One - Chest

Hands
Placed holding object

Abs Tighten your abs

Hips Forward

Knees Bent

Feet Engaged on the floor

Breath Slow and Controlled

Shoulders Supple

Back Straight in line with 
your toes and head

Glutes Tight

Movement
Pick a large solid object, squeeze the object with straight posture taking the navel 
to the spine and lifting up the chest.

Isometric Flies
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Day One - Chest

Windmills
Hands

On floor palms down

Abs Tighten your abs

Hips In straight line between toes and back

Knees Strong and straight

Feet Pressed against floor on toes

Breath Slow and Controlled

Shoulders Engaged

Back Straight in line with 
your toes and head

Glutes Tight

Movement
• Starting position: lie on your stomach and prop up on your toes and hands into 
a pushup position.

• You can support your upper body on dumbbells so that your hands are placed in 
a neutral (or handshake) position. This position is safer for your shoulders.

• Perform one pushup and move into a sideplank position on the ascent lifting one 
arm.

• Be sure not to lock or hyperextend the elbow of the supporting arm, maintain a neu-
tral alignment of the spine, and tighten your core throughout the entire movement.

• Next, slowly return to a pushup position and repeat the same movement on the 
other side of the body.

• Alternate sides until the required number of repetitions are completed.
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Day Two - Legs

Hands Holding weight or start with hands at 
side

Abs Tighten your abs

Hips In straight line between toes and back

Knees Straight

Feet Shoulders width apart angle feet slightly

Breath Slow and Controlled

Shoulders Supple

Back Straight in line with 
your toes and head

Glutes Tight

Movement
Stand with hands down to your side and lift up at the knees by engaging your quad 
muscles.

Flex every muscle in your body legs, arms, glutes, back. 

Gradually move to standing on your toes while flexing the whole body.

Rocket
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Day Two - Legs

Squats
Hands Holding weight or start with hands 

at side

Abs Tighten your abs

Hips In straight line between toes and back

Knees Bend knees - never going past your toes

Feet Shoulders width apart angle feet slightly

Breath Slow and Controlled

Shoulders Flexed

Back Straight in line with 
your toes and head

Glutes Tight

Movement
Begin the squat by leading with your glutes to the floor behind you like you are 
sitting in a chair. Bend at the knees never allowing your knees to cross the plain of 
your toes. Work up to doing a full minute of air squats before adding weight. This 
is one of the best all around exercises that can be done anywhere.
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Day Two - Legs

Hands
Cris crossed in front of your chest

Abs Tighten your abs

Hips In straight line between toes and back

Knees Straight

Feet Shoulders width apart angle feet slightly

Breath Slow and Controlled

Shoulders Supple

Back Against the wall

Glutes Tight

Movement
Allow your knees to bend and slide down the wall. Your goal is to gradually hold 
you legs parallel to the ground, however, be very careful with knee pain. Stop and 
grandually go lower. Make sure your feet are firmly on the floor as you may find 
that they slide forward.

Your feet should be shoulder width apart, toes facing forward, aiming to keep your 
hands off your thighs throughout the exercise, as this will make the exercise easier. 
Aim to use your hands to help you up after you have held the static position.

Wall Squats
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Day Two - Legs

Lunges
Hands

Holding weight or start with hands at side

Abs Tighten your abs

Hips In straight line between toes and back

Knees Bend knees - never going past your toes

Feet Shoulders width apart angle feet slightly

Breath Slow and Controlled

Shoulders Flexed

Back Straight in line with 
your toes and head

Glutes Tight

Movement
Next to squats, lunges are the best thing for your butt and thighs. This is also a 
compound movement so, like squats, when you do them you get more bang for 
your buck.
Stand in a split stance with one leg forward and one leg back, holding weights if 
desired.
Slowly bend the knees, lowering into a lunge while keeping the front knee and 
back knee at 90 degree angles.
Keeping the weight in your heels, push back up to starting position.
Avoid locking the knees at the top of the movement
Keep your front knee behind the toe as you lunge (you should be able to look 
down and see your toe)
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Day Three - Core

Hands
Pointed and strong towards the toes

Abs Tighten your abs

Hips Tilted back

Knees Straight and engaged

Feet Pointed

Breath Slow and Controlled

Shoulders Supple

Back Straight in line with your
glutes and head

Glutes On the floor

Movement
Set on the floor with your legs in front of you. Lift your straight legs in the air, bend 
your knees if you need. Lean your back back lifting your arms. 
Your body should resemble a “V”

V-Ups - Hold
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Day Three - Core

Bicycle Twist
Hands

Holding weight or start with hands at side

Abs Tighten your abs

Hips Pulled tight

Knees Alternate: bend and straighten knees

Feet Toes pointed up off the floor

Breath Slow and Controlled

Shoulders Flexed

Back Straight in line with 
your toes and head

Glutes On the floor

Movement
Sit on the floor. Begin a V up, clasping your hand and doing a bicycle motion with 
the knees and feet. Alternate your hand on either side of you in sync.
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Day Three - Core

Hands
Straight, out at side, raised to shoulder

Abs Tighten your abs

Hips Forward

Knees Straight

Feet 3 feet apart

Breath Slow and Controlled

Shoulders Supple

Back Straight in line with your
glutes and head

Glutes Tight

Movement
Bend at the waist touch your toes alternating hand and toes. Starting and ending 
each movement upright.

Toe to Toe Twist
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Day Three - Core

Plank

Hands On your toes Shoulders Straight in line with your toes and head

Abs Engaged and Tight Back In fist resting your body weight on your 
forearm

Hips In straight line between toes and back Glutes flexed

Knees Pulled to your spine Breath Slow and Controlled

Feet Tight Movement Hold position engaging the whole body
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Day Four - Back

ISO Rows
Hands

Holding weight or start with hands at side

Abs Engaged and Tight

Hips Forward

Knees Straight and engaged

Feet Toes pointed up

Breath Slow and Controlled

Shoulders Supple and Engaged

Back Straight in line with 
your glutes and head

Glutes Tight

Movement
Engaging the whole body, sit upright on the floor. Place apparatus around your 
feet, pulling from your elbows down and back. Engage the quads, abs, and back.
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Day Four - Back

Door Rows
Hands

Holding the door handle

Abs Engaged and Tight

Hips Sit back like sitting on a chair

Knees Bend knees holding steady

Feet Flat on the floor between door 
(push back with your feet for resistance)

Breath Slow and Controlled

Shoulders Supple

Back Straight in line with your
glutes and head

Glutes Tight

Movement
Grab on to the door handle, sitting down holding hands about shoulder height. 
Pull with hands with the hands keeping the back and the neck straight up. Lead 
with your chest out, pulling yourself to the door. Chest should lightly touch door, 
and then with strength, lower yourself back to the starting position. Keep your 
elbows in tight to your rib cage.
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Day Four - Back

Paratrooper
Hands

Holding weight or start with hands at side

Abs Engaged and Tight

Hips Forward

Knees Slight bend about hip widths apart. 
(don’t let your knees flare out)

Feet Resting on floor then raising in the air

Breath Slow and Controlled

Shoulders Supple and Engaged

Back Straight in line with 
your glutes and head

Glutes Tight

Movement
Lay on your stomach and lift your legs and arms like you are jumping out of an 
airplane. Try and develop the arch in your back. Hold for as long as you can. When 
you need to relax then go back to the ending position as soon as you can. You will 
gradually be able to strengthen your back and do it for the whole minute without 
resting.
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Day Four - Back

Hands
Hold bottom of the chair

Abs Engaged and Tight

Hips Sit up straight

Knees Bent knees

Feet Flat on the floor

Breath Slow and Controlled

Shoulders Flexed but Supple

Back Straight up

Glutes Tight

Movement
While sitting in a chair with perfect posture, grab the sides of the chair with both 
hands. Begin to lift up with all of your energy. Be careful not to scrunch your 
shoulders.

Chair Pull
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Day Five - Arms

Bicep - Over Under Hands - Curls

Hands At your side with or without weight Back Straight in line with your Glutes

Abs Engaged and Tight Glutes Set back slightly and tight

Hips Pelvic tilted up Breath Slow and Controlled

Knees Bend knees - NEVER GOING PAST YOUR 
Toes

Movement

Stand in a horse stance. Lift  hands, keep-
ing your elbows at your side. Squeeze 
your biceps at the top of the movement, 
entered your elbow flexing your triceps 
at the end of the movement.

Feet About 3 feet apart

Shoulders Supple
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Day Five - Arms

Triceps - Behind the back extension and pull
Hands One hand at about ears height and the 

other about the small of your back.

Abs Engaged and Tight

Hips Pelvic tilted up

Knees Bend knees - never going past your toes

Feet About 3 feet apart

Breath Slow and Controlled

Shoulders Supple

Back Straight in line with 
your glutes

Glutes Sit back slightly and tight

Movement
Stand in a horse stance - Pull apparatus apart by lifting one hand up and pulling 
the other hand down. Be sure to keep your elbow by your head and don’t let the 
elbow flare out.
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Day Five - Arms

Hands Holding weight on one side the other 
resting on your knee

Abs Engaged and Tight

Hips Shifted towards the front

Knees Front knee bent and back leg straight

Feet Staggered about 3 feet apart

Breath Slow and Controlled

Shoulders Supple

Back Bent slightly forward

Glutes Tight

Movement
Begin in the starting position, extending with the elbow (with or without weight). 
Looking forward doing the motion on one side for 30 seconds then switch position 
and hands.

Kickbacks
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Day Five - Arms

Shoulders - ISO Shoulder Raises
Hands Grasping one wrist or holding 

an apparatus

Abs Engaged and Tight

Hips Shifted towards the front

Knees Front knee bent and back leg straight

Feet Staggered about 3 feet apart

Breath Slow and Controlled

Shoulders Supple

Back Straight

Glutes Tight

Movement
Begin in in a horse stance. Lifting at the elbow up feeling strength in your shoulder 
for 30 seconds. Alternate grip and lift for the next 30 seconds.
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Day Five - Arms

Hands Either side of the head with or without 
weight

Abs Engaged and Tight

Hips Shifted towards the front

Knees Front knee bent and back leg straight

Feet Staggered about 3 feet apart

Breath Slow and Controlled

Shoulders Supple

Back Straight

Glutes Tight

Movement
Horse Stance lifting shoulders and hands up. Creating a circle with your hands 
above the head, bringing the hand together in a big circle. Bring the hand back to 
starting position repeat for one minute.

Shoulder Press
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Self Test & Measurements - Men

Chest

Arm

Waist

Wrist

Hips

Thigh

Nothing worth having is free. Everything requires something in exchange. 
If you truly want to be as healthy and strong as you can be, then work the plan.

I want to know how you are doing!  Connect with me and let me know about your struggles and your success.
Thank you for walking on this journey with me.

* Consult a physician before starting this or any exercise program

How many push ups can you do without 
stopping? ____________________

(Can’t do push ups? How long can you hold a 
plank position? _________)

Number of squats non-stop ________

Length of time to hold a V-up ______

Weight ________

Measurements:

Chest __________

R. Arm _________  L. Arm _________

Waist __________   Wrist ___________

Hips ___________

R. Thigh ________ L. Thigh ________

Body Fat:

Stress Level  1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10
Energy Level   1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10
Mental Focus  1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10
Self Image       1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10
                  Poor            Neutral            Great

Start
Date:      /      /

How many push ups can you do without 
stopping? ____________________

(Can’t do push ups? How long can you hold a 
plank position? _________)

Number of squats non-stop ________

Length of time to hold a V-up ______

Weight ________

Measurements:

Chest __________

R. Arm _________  L. Arm _________

Waist __________   Wrist ___________

Hips ___________

R. Thigh ________ L. Thigh ________

Body Fat:

Stress Level  1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10
Energy Level   1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10
Mental Focus  1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10
Self Image       1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10
                  Poor            Neutral            Great

5 Weeks
Date:      /      /
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Self Test & Measurements - Women

Bust

Waist

Hips

Thigh

Under Bust

Arm

Wrist

Nothing worth having is free. Everything requires something in exchange. 
If you truly want to be as healthy and strong as you can be, then work the plan.

I want to know how you are doing!  Connect with me and let me know about your struggles and your success.
Thank you for walking on this journey with me.

* Consult a physician before starting this or any exercise program

How many push ups can you do without 
stopping? ____________________

(Can’t do push ups? How long can you hold a 
plank position? _________)

Number of squats non-stop ________

Length of time to hold a V-up ______

Weight ________

Measurements:

Bust ___________   Under Bust ___________

R. Arm _________  L. Arm _________

Waist __________   Wrist ___________

Hips ___________

R. Thigh ________ L. Thigh ________

Body Fat:

Stress Level  1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10
Energy Level   1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10
Mental Focus  1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10
Self Image       1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10
                  Poor            Neutral            Great

Start
Date:      /      /

How many push ups can you do without 
stopping? ____________________

(Can’t do push ups? How long can you hold a 
plank position? _________)

Number of squats non-stop ________

Length of time to hold a V-up ______

Weight ________

Measurements:

Bust ___________   Under Bust ___________

R. Arm _________  L. Arm _________

Waist __________   Wrist ___________

Hips ___________

R. Thigh ________ L. Thigh ________

Body Fat:

Stress Level  1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10
Energy Level   1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10
Mental Focus  1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10
Self Image       1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10
                  Poor            Neutral            Great

5 Weeks
Date:      /      /
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Before & After Photos

Before After
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BE
AWESOME


